
6H Tsui Charissa          

Newspaper Cutting 

 I read a shocking piece of news on RTHK local news on Thursday, 6th April, 

2023. 

On Wednesday night, an accident happened just after 9 p.m. near 198 Tung 

Choi Street. A 53-year-old man was crossing the road while a care was heading 

towards Nullah Road.  The car in Mong Kok knocked down the man and ran over 

him. 

Firefighters managed to free the man, who was trapped beneath the vehicle. 

He had multiple injuries and was sent to Kwong Wah Hospital in an unconscious 

state. He was certified dead about an hour later in the hospital. 

Police have arrested the car driver, a 49-year-old man, on suspicion of 

dangerous driving causing death. 

I think that this piece of news deserves our reflection. As long as pedestrians 

cross the road carefully and drivers obey the traffic rules, this type of accident 

can be avoided.  I hope that there would be no more accidents, and everyone 

could live safely in Hong Kong.  



6H Ngai Hoi Ling        

Eye on the World 

My name is Jess and I am 11 years old. I live in Hong Kong, a Special 

Administrative Region in the south of China. 

My city has many interesting places to visit. One of the famous places is in 

Victoria Harbour. Victoria Harbour is in the top 3 most beautiful night views in 

the world. Travellers can board on the ferry at Star Ferry Pier in Tsim Sha Tsui. 

Travellers can also pay a visit to the Avenue of Stars too! Avenue of Stars is a 

nice spot to cherish the distinctive buildings along Hong Kong IslandsÕ coast as 

well as the night time scenery of Victoria Harbour. I havenÕt visited there before 

but I have seen them on the website. I hope I can go to Victoria Harbour and the 

Avenue of Stars one day, so I can see the beautiful scenery and the handprints 

of the famous stars. 

Besides places, my city is also famous for its local food. One of them are egg 

tarts. Egg tarts are made of eggs and pastry. The filling is sweet and full of 

delicious egg flavor. I really love it!  

Besides egg tarts, fish balls are also famous local food in Hong Kong. Fish 

balls are made of fresh fish, they have a gummy texture. But my favourite 

local food is the egg waffle. Egg waffle is made of eggs. It is crunchy outside 

but soft inside. It is really delicious. 



 

I love Hong Kong because it is my home. Hong Kong has a lot of amazing things 

such as local food and street snacks. And for the landmarks, it has a lot of places 

to visit and take photos. I am proud to live here. I will post photos and videos of 

Hong Kong on facebook to attract more foreigners to come here. 


